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Led by a trio of talented juniors, the Greenwich High wrestling team placed ninth overall at the Class LL state
tournament on Saturday at Shelton High’s Murray Gymnasium.

The Cardinals amassed 86.5 team points, improving on last year’s 11th-place finish.

Greenwich’s FCIAC rival Danbury High won its 14th consecutive team title with 209.5 points, holding off South Windsor
High (196), Xavier High of Middletown (156) and the host Gaels (145.5).

David Laborda finished third in the 140 pound-weight class and Johnny D’Elia was fourth at 103, as both qualified for
the State Open set for this weekend at the New Haven Athletic Center.

At 145, Jay Cummisky placed fifth to earn first-alternate status.

“I’m very proud of those three guys,” Greenwich coach A.J. Albano said. “It’s great experience.”

Seeded fifth, Laborda pinned Harding’s George Vallecillo in 3:27 and upset fourth-seeded Corey Seeger of Southington,
6-4, to advance to the semifinals.

Laborda then lost a 2-1 decision to top-seeded Nick Cipriano of Norwich Free Academy to drop down into the
consolation bracket.

There, he won a 12-2 major decision over sixth-seeded Joe Pieretti of Newtown to advance to the third-place bout,
where he edged third-seeded Ricky Jordan of Shelton, 4-1, to capture the bronze medal.

Both Pieretti and Jordan posted wins over Laborda earlier in the season.

“For him to avenge two losses, it’s outstanding for him,” Albano said.

D’Elia’s path to the State Open was more circuitous at 103, where he faced arguably the most competitive bracket in
Class LL.

After a 4-2 victory over No. 15 Pascal Medor of Westhill, the fifth-seeded D’Elia fell 5-0 to fourth-seeded Sam Odell of
South Windsor, the eventual state champion, in the quarters.
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D’Elia, who finished sixth overall in Class LL last year, marched through the wrestlebacks with a fall over sixth-seeded
Benjamin Durst of Simsbury in 4:52 and pair of narrow escapes over No. 8 Joey Battinelli of Stamford, 2-0, and third-
seeded Nick Crudo of Newtown, 4-2.

In the third-place bout, top-seeded Cody Keane of Glastonbury defeated D’Elia, 11-4.

“We talk about wrestling back tough all of the time,” Albano said. “That’s exactly what they did. You bounce back from
a loss and that’s what tournament wrestling is all about.”

Cummisky was seeded fourth at 145 and reached the semifinals with a pair of pins over Cheshire’s Jason Tapp and
Matt DiMartino of Trumbull.

He lost a 14-0 major decision to top-seeded and eventual state champ Jake Odell of South Windsor, and was the only
one of Jake Odell’s opponents in the tournament to avoid getting pinned.

Amity’s A.J. Pyne, the sixth seed, clipped Cummisky, 4-2, in the consolation semifinals, before Cummisky posted an
11-2 victory over eight-seeded Elliot Antler of Xavier in the fifth-place bout.

“He has really stepped up this year,” Albano said.

Now the trio will prepare for the State Open, which begins Friday at 4:30 in New Haven.

“I’m sure they are going to have much higher goals next year because of what they did today,” Albano said.
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